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Abstract
Nuclear fusion energy powers the Sun. The objective of harnessing this seemingly abundant
potentially non-radioactive source of energy on Earth has widespread interest. I will discuss: Nuclear
fusion in stars and in the Universe; conventional approaches to realize it on Earth including the ITER
experimental plasma reactor under construction; and the very big inertial confinement laser at NIF.

However, these large efforts require tritium: The unstable tritium fuel generates lethal weapon grade
neutrons and needs to be artificially created. I will refocus attention and discuss pros and cons of
three modern fusion paths operating outside of thermal equilibrium constraints: Muon catalyzed
nuclear fusion; Laser driven proton acceleration used to spark micro-explosion fusion; and laser
driven coherent plasmon field induced fusion. The last two approaches are relying on alternative light
element fuels available for mining and are operating in an aneutronic manner.

• 1973: PhD from Frankfurt University with
specialty in theoretical nuclear physics
• 1978, 1985 – 1992: Muon-catalyzed fusion
• 2011 – 2015: pB fusion and lasers
• 2021 – present: Moving into plasmonic fusion
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Matter in the Universe: Making nuclei
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (first fusion)

Big
Bang!

Supernova element
synthesis (stellar fusion)

We are
working
on fusion
here

The first nuclear burn in the universe:
BBN is responsible for the generation of the light
Big Bang nucleosynthesis
elements in the early Universe while heavy
BBN, unlike stellar burn, has neutrons
available with a life-time of 880 seconds.

elements are products of stellar evolution.
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Standard burn model
C. Pitrou, et al. "Precision big bang nucleosynthesis with improved Helium-4 predictions." Physics Reports 754 (2018): 1-66.
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The fusion reactor powering the solar system
The sun is primarily made up of primordial hydrogen and helium.
Solar Fusion Reactor

•

•
•
•

The Sun produces energy by
converting hydrogen into helium-4.
Two processes are well known:
• Proton-Proton (PP) chain
• Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen
(CNO) cycle
Gravity provides the confining force
which balances the explosive
radiative pressure.
It produces 3.8 × 1026 W and has
been continuously running for 4.6
billion years.
The Earth is habitable by the grace
of our “local” stable Solar core
fusion nuclear reactor.
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Primary power source of our Sun:
The proton-proton chain

Graphic courtesy of Wikipedia

•

This process is responsible for most of the energy
production within the Sun as well as most low-mass
stars.

•

Every alpha produces releases about 14 MeV of
energy from the binding energy per nucleon.

•

The PP chain uses both the weak and strong
interactions:
• The weak interaction in the first step converts
protons into deuterons.
• The strong interaction then accomplishes the
second and third steps to make intermediate
helium-3 and finally the product helium-4.

The abundance of elements is the outcome of BBN
and stellar nucleosynthesis
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Original figure courtesy of Wikipedia

Fusion
Most bound nuclei and thus
relatively more abundant

Fission
U decays faster than
Th so less abundant.

Hard to make
and nuclear
burn depleted

The light elements of lithium, boron and
beryllium are suitable for aneutronic fusion.

Fuel for standard
fission reactors

Fission versus fusion
Fission processes break apart large nuclei
Natural fission reactor
Present 2 billion years ago at Oklo, Gabon in Africa

Man-made fission reactor
Pale Verde Generating
Station west of Phoenix, AZ

Fusion processes “fuse” or combine
smaller nuclei into larger ones
Natural fusion reactor

Future man-made fusion

Movie: Passengers (2016)
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Manmade fusion awakening
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Dozens of government and commercial projects and companies are all chasing fusion.

Oct. 2007

$100
Billion

$100
Million

$10
Million

𝒁
August 2022

Every month a new fusion
startup pops up and asks for half
a billion. The appetite is growing.

Governments are also
recognizing modern fusion as a
strategic investment opportunity.

There are many different fusion reactors
natural and (planned) manmade
Can we facilitate nuclear fusion via a different path as compared to
early Universe Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) or stellar core reactors?
What can we change?
We can change the type of nuclear
fusion fuel used and method of
confinement e.g. replacing gravity
force with magnetic fields. Result:
Development of deuterium-tritium
fusion reactor for past 70 years.
This is like the evolution of the
chariot (1,000s of years).

Only one exists

We can change the
mechanism and
process entirely by
using lasers,
plasmonics and
light elements and
their isotopes.
Transport without
wheels (200 years).

Thousands will
be built
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ITER = International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

ITER is a $70 billion experiment: Start 2050?
𝑰𝑻𝑬𝑹 𝑫𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒐𝒓
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What others are saying about ITER
French Nobel laureate Pierre-Gilles de Gennes: “The
ITER project has been supported by Brussels for
political image reasons and this is a mistake.”

Another French Nobel laureate Georges
Charpak: “Let’s stop ITER, the useless
and overpriced reactor.”

Claessens, M. (2020). Those Who Are Against ITER. In: ITER: The Giant Fusion Reactor. Copernicus, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-27581-5_7

ITER
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Unsolved dt-fusion
problems
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The success or failure of dt based nuclear
fusion resides in the reactor’s ability to safely
absorb the hard neutron radiation and selfproduce its own fuel tritium.

…

Where are we going to get all the tritium? (slide to follow)

Kovari M, et al. PROCESS: a systems code
for fusion power plants—part 2:
engineering, Fusion Eng Des 2016; 104:9–20.

“Out of gas“ (tritium)
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One 1 GW electrical power reactor needs to produce about
2.8 GW of thermal power and burns 160 kg of tritium per
year.

Is there enough tritium fuel
to run just one reactor?
tritium is
radioactive
𝒕𝟏 = 𝟏𝟐. 𝟑𝟐 𝒚𝒓𝒔
𝟐

Published in Science
June 24th, 2022
Clery, D. "Out of gas." Science (New
York, NY) 376.6600 (2022): 1372-1376.

ITER
experimental
burn range

A dt-cycle fusion plant must produce tritium from the
high flux of neutrons. The dt-fusion economy would need
to be grown slowly into many reactors which is at risk from
fuel disruption because of the natural decay of tritium.

Breeding a large excess amount of tritium
required in growing the dt-fusion economy
is an unsolved problem.
Conclusion: The dt-fusion economy, if technologically
realizable, is well beyond a 100-year horizon. With
technological advances in aneutronic fusion, the chance
that the dt-fusion economy will be relevant is negligible.

One experimental reactor burns it all
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=𝑑

dt-fusion safety and radioactive waste

=𝑡

=𝐷

=𝑇

Appelbe, B., and J. Chittenden. "Relativistically correct DD and
DT neutron spectra." High Energy Density Physics 11 (2014): 30-35.

n
Thermal neutron absorber
14 MeV neutrons 𝑚 𝑐 2 = 940 MeV
𝑑 + 𝑡 → 𝛼 3.6 MeV + 𝑛 14 MeV
𝑛
(dt process)
dt-fusion leads to super-fast neutrons and associated problems: My
𝑣𝑛 = 0.173𝑐
objective today is the development of aneutronic fusion in a dynamic
regime i.e. non-thermal equilibrium, forbidden by brems-losses.
MeV energy units: M = million and eV is the kinetic energy a unit charged particle acquires in a 1 Volt step
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The trouble with dt-fusion 14 MeV neutrons
The collision cross-section of 14 MeV neutrons in matter
is typically 10 times (or more!) smaller compared to MeV
neutrons. Therefore, the neutron energy declines slowly
from collisions (moderation). Containment walls must
then be very thick. Much of the material is subject to
element transmutation from exposure to such high
energy and high intensity dt fusion neutrons.
Since 80% of fusion energy is released in the form of 14
MeV neutrons, the containment vessel is both the
source of energy to drive the turbines and the source of
tritium needed for fusion from element transmutation.

In aneutronic systems (e.g. pB), occasional
neutrons carry a fraction of a percent of the total
energy and material for fusion can be mined.

Inertial confinement fusion
Indirect drive
Reminder:
All problems with
tritium and neutrons
also apply to inertial
confinement fusion.

Direct drive
Process used by NIF,
Omega and Megajoule

Betti, R., and O. A. Hurricane. "Inertial-confinement
fusion with lasers." Nature Physics 12.5 (2016): 435-448.

Originally envisioned
with heavy-ions, but
ultimately developed
using laser pulses.
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Problems with
intertial fusion
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Personal point of view: Direct drive inertial
confinement laser fusion unsuitable for any meaningful
power generation. It is useful for a femto-version of an Hbomb. This is also where the funding of NIF came from.

Published
July 22nd, 2022
Tollefson, Jeff. "Exclusive: Laser-fusion facility heads back to the drawing
board." Nature 608.7921 (2022): 20-21.
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The tantalizing fusion promise
is marred by hidden pitfalls
The most famous example of a pitfall is the “cold fusion”
of 1989 which has been currently rebranded as “LowEnergy Nuclear Reactions” or LENR.
Perfect topic for TV shows (Dr. Who) and movies (The
Saint) which I enjoy. Airbus and Google should take note.

Tabletop approaches A: Muon-catalyzed fusion
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J.D. Jackson reminisces in 2010: “Luis Alvarez and colleagues discovered muon-catalyzed
fusion of hydrogen isotopes by chance in late 1956. On sabbatical leave at Princeton
University during that year, I read the first public announcement of the discovery at the end
of December in that well-known scientific journal, The New York Times. A nuclear theorist
by prior training, I was intrigued enough in the phenomenon to begin some calculations.”
Jackson, J.D. A Personal Adventure in Muon-Catalyzed Fusion. Phys. Perspect. 12, 74–88 (2010). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00016-009-0006-9

Modern nuclear fusion processes occur under inequilibrium conditions with
the objective to spark a nano-fusion explosion which is short lived.
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Muon-catalyzed fusion (𝜇𝐶𝐹) cycle
The muon is the catalyzer for dt-fusion
allowing a single muon to facilitate many
fusion events.

•
•

•
•

The muon is a heavy electron with 207
times more mass therefore muonic atoms
are shrunk by a factor of 207.
Muonic molecules of hydrogen are then also
shrunk which allows rapid spontaneous
fusion at any temperature and pressure.
For 𝑑𝑡𝜇 + molecules, the fusion rate is a
million times faster than the natural decay
of the muon.
The greatest challenge to 𝜇𝐶𝐹 is the loss of
the muon due to binding with the produced
alpha particles. This limits the number of
observed fusions to about 200 per muon.

The physics breakeven point for
𝒅𝒕𝝁 cycle was achieved around 1988.

B: Laser driven
aneutronic
proton-boron fusion
Belyaev, V.S.; et al. (2005). "Observation of
neutronless fusion reactions in picosecond
laser plasmas". Physical Review E. 72 (2):
026406. doi:10.1103/physreve.72.026406

Two-laser process
Aneutronic fusion reactions require a spark of protons in the 0.01-1 MeV energy range
Patent
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A mJ femtosecond laser is
capable of producing
reactant protons for fusion
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For any aneutronic fusion
process, cheap and abundant
MeV scale protons are essential.
arXiv:2112.12581 16 Dec 2021 (v1), last revised 12 Jul 2022

June 13th, 2022
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Two-laser
pB process
The long-pulsed nano-laser
produces plasma and sweeps
electrons away.

Alternative short
pulse lasers are milliJoule femto-second
level for same effect.

The short-pulsed pico-laser
produces a beam of reactant
protons. Fusion reactions
occur prior to protons
reaching thermal equilibrium.

Laser Contrast Ratio: 𝑅 =

𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒/𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦

The laser contrast ratio is a crucial parameter
in achieving laser-driven nuclear fusion.

The experimental progress in pB fusion measured in terms of 𝛼 production
Jan. 2022
BN

BN
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Why can‘t we burn pB in a thermal reactor?
Comparing neutronic and aneutronic fusion

=𝑑
=𝑡
=𝐷

Some advanced fuels (such as boron) do not allow
steady state thermal fusion because of fusion output
versus radiation loss.

=𝑇

Heating

Deuterium-tritium (dt)
heavy hydrogen fusion

→ 𝟑𝜶
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C: Plasmonic fusion

Antenna response: Surface electro-magnetic fields
1000-fold (in numerical model) amplified
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Nanoparticles act as
resonant antennas
working at a fraction of
the incident light‘s
wavelength.

Resonance wavelength is
determined by the
electron density and
geometry of the
antenna.

Commercially available femto-sec mJ lasers can excite
surface plasmons in dielectrics which can accelerate
protons to MeV energies.

Plasmon coherent
dynamics lifespan
requires sub-picosecond
laser pulses.
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Antennas for light invented in ancient Imperial Rome
A nano-sized piece of metal can be viewed as a box trapping free electron plasma. The
domain of physics describing how light interacts with metallic nano-structures
embedded in an insulator is called plasmonics. Extreme daily light absorption
properties of metallic nano particles have been empirically recognized and used in
medieval stained glass (see e.g. The Grande Rose of the Chartres Cathedral); and in
precious objects made of glass during the Roman era (e.g. Lycurgus drinking cup).

The NAPlife plasmonic fusion project
Tamás Birό

László Pál Csernai
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Norbert Kroό

NAPlife Collaboration:
Márk Aladi, Tamás S Biró, Attila Bonyár, Alexandra Borók, László P Csernai, Mária Csete, Attila Czirják,
Péter Dombi, Olivér Fekete, Péter Földi, Gábor Galbács, Román Holomb, Csaba Horváth, Judit Kámán,
Miklós Kedves, Norbert Kroó, Archana Kumari, Ágnes N Szokol, István Papp, Péter Petrik,
Béla Ráczkevi, Péter Rácz, István Rigó, Melinda Szalóki, András Szenes, Ádám Takács, Csaba Tóth,
Emese Tóth, Dávid Vass, Miklós Veres, Shereen Zangna

The NAPlife plasmonic fusion project
UDMA polymer with resonant gold nano-rods
Gold nano-rods embedded in polymer matrix:
Transmission electron microscope image;
insert shows actual nano-rods
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Actual absorption curve for nano composites
measured by optical spectroscopy. The
absorption peak is tuned to resonate with laser
wavelength at 795 nm
Demonstration of antenna
amplification principle for
purpose of fusion

The NAPlife plasmonic fusion project
Three diagnostic methods for nuclear reactions
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1. In prior laser fusion experiments detection of helium production played a pivotal role. This will be accomplished
by the (laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy) LIBS study of plasma plumes emerging from the crater drilled by a
laser shot into the polymer target. This can be supported by a mass spectrometry measurement of the plume
compounds. Information about the alpha energy spectrum can be obtained from analysis of CR39 passive detectors.
2. The study of deuterium content is addressed by Raman scattering on the reaction crater surface.
UDMA/TEGDMA WITH

3. The novel energy production
AU NANORODS
measurement is achieved in the study
of crater morphology: any energy
production comparable in magnitude
to the laser shot energy will be
measured in terms of the quantity of
material ejected. As a reminder, one
Joule of energy corresponds to
approximately 1012 fusion reactions.
Polymer micro-structure damage
relates to fusion product impacts,
compare pB fusion CR39 detectors.

UDMA/TEGDMA WITHOUT
AU NANORODS

Summary
• Early successes with muon catalyzed fusion clouded by use of weapon grade dt-cycle.
• Non-equilibrium short pulse laser driven environments have been recognized as the
key ingredient allowing realization of nuclear fusion energy production

• Even milli-Joule pulses with near/sub femto-second pulse lengths with an extremely
high contrast laser pulse profile (pulse length at wavelength scale) should create
required fusion conditions in the context of nano-rod amplified targets.

Future Research
a) study of laser pulse EM interaction with nano-antennas: Domain of strong field physics
b) development of multiple component aneutronic chain fusion: Domain of nuclear physics
c) development of ignition nano-target geometry: Domain of numerical modeling / applied math
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• I thank Ryszard Gajewski for infecting me with the desire to realize tabletop usable fusion.

• I thank: Steven E Jones for happy years of collaboration in muon catalyzed
fusion; Christine Labaune for her great leadership and dedication to laser
driven non-equilibrium pB fusion.
• I thank: László Csernai for his persistent multi-year effort in drawing my
attention to plasmonic fusion; L. C., Tamás Biró, Norbert Kroó for
teaching me plasmonic fusion; I thank all of them and Péter Lévai for their
kind hospitality in Budapest sponsored by the Fullbright Foundation with
a travelling professor award and allowing my encounter with the plasmonic
fusion project.
• I thank Andrew Steinmetz for interest in, and kind assistance with
preparation of this talk.

Thank you for your attention!
Johann Rafelski
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Appendix
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There are many different fusion reactors
natural and (planned) manmade

𝐕 (𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐜𝐞𝐬𝐬 𝐯𝐨𝐥𝐮𝐦𝐞)

Can we facilitate nuclear fusion via a different path as compared to
early Universe Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) or stellar core reactors?
•

∞

𝐁𝐁𝐍

𝑰𝑻𝑬𝑹
𝑴𝒆𝒈𝒂𝑱𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒆
𝑵𝑰𝑭

𝑘𝑚

𝑐𝑚
𝑛𝑚

𝐒𝐭𝐚𝐫𝐬

𝝁𝑪𝑭
𝒑𝑩
plasmonics

“Space plane”

•

•

BBN in a homogenous thermally
equilibrated plasma which is
dynamic and expands over time.
Most stellar nucleosynthesis is an
equilibrium process which is
continuous and stable over large
periods of time.
Some larger manmade fusion
reactors are designed to operate
for short pulsed periods of time.

of fusion
∞
fS 𝜇𝑆 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
𝚫𝐭 (𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐜𝐞𝐬𝐬 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞)
Muon-catalyzed fusion (𝝁𝑪𝑭) Proton-Boron fusion (𝒑𝑩)
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The proton-proton chain in detail

Graphic courtesy of Wikipedia
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Secondary power source of our Sun:
The CNO cycle
The CNO process is more important for
massive stars and overtakes the PP chain for
stars above 1.3 solar masses.
The CNO cycle is
responsible for
1.7% of helium-4
production within
the Sun.

The fusion process is fuel, catalyst,
and environment (P,T) sensitive.
Graphics courtesy of Wikipedia

Lesson for laboratory fusion!

Part III: Manmade fusion awakening
•
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III-A: ITER: International Thermonuclear Experimental “Reactor” (Since Oct 2007 in France:
China, EU+, India, Japan, S Korea, Russia, USA)
ITER is a steady state device.
• III-B: Inertial-confinement fusion:
i. with lasers (NIF, Omega)
ii. with heavy ions (GSI) inactive
France=MegaJoule; seeks to ignite a small drop containing dt by a high-powered laser beam assembly.
This is an imitation of nuclear H-bomb explosions.
Processes outside the thermal regime:
• III-C: Muon Catalyzed Fusion
J.D. Jackson reminisces: Luis Alvarez and colleagues discovered muon-catalyzed fusion of hydrogen
isotopes by chance in late 1956. On sabbatical leave at Princeton University during that year, I read the
first public announcement of the discovery at the end of December in that well-known scientific
journal, The New York Times. A nuclear theorist by prior training, I was intrigued enough in the
phenomenon to begin some calculations.
Jackson, J.D. A Personal Adventure in Muon-Catalyzed Fusion. Phys. Perspect. 12, 74–88 (2010). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00016-009-0006-9

•

III-D: Pulsed laser aneutronic pB fusion

Belyaev, V.S.; et al. (2005). "Observation of neutronless fusion reactions in picosecond laser plasmas" . Physical Review E. 72 (2): 026406.
doi:10.1103/physreve.72.026406

• III-E: Plasmonic fusion (with pulsed lasers)
Begins in 2021: NAPlife project. Concentrations of light energy with nanorods: Antennas for light!
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The trouble with tritium supply
𝐴=

𝐶
electrons
= 6.24 × 1018
𝑠
second

W = VA = 6.24 × 1018 eV/s
eV
6.24 × 1018 s
# of fusions to produce 1 W =
17.6 MeV

𝟏𝐖=
ෝ 𝟑. 𝟓𝟓 ×

Clery, D. "Out of gas." Science (New
York, NY) 376.6600 (2022): 1372-1376.

𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟏

𝐝𝐭 𝐟𝐮𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
𝐬𝐞𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐝

One 1 GW electrical power reactor needs to produce about
2.8 GW thermal power and this requires 1021 dt-fusions
per second. Per year this amounts to

# of fusion to run a reactor for 1 year = 3.15 × 1028
which is 160 kg of tritium per year.

6.02 × 1023 tritons =
ෝ 3 grams
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Different 𝜇𝐶𝐹 hydrogen fusion processes
Here are all the muon-catalyzed fusion processes with hydrogen, but only
the dt-fusion processes can be cycled many hundreds of times per muon.

(𝝁)

(𝝁)
(𝝁)
(𝝁)
(𝝁)
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Search for
aneutronic 𝝁𝑪𝑭
All possible light
element fusion
reactions
Much work can still be
done in this field!
Resonant mesomolecular
processes would need to
be discovered.

Muon catalysed fusion of nuclei with Z>1, D Harley et al (1990) J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 16 (2) p281 https://doi.org/10.1088/0954-3899/16/2/017
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2011
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Why
boron-nitride?
1.

Chain of sustained
reactions: Micro-explosions.
2. Boron-nitrides forms
Buckyball nanostructures
akin to C60
3. Change of fuel, but
otherwise same two-laser
process.
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Technological applications of plasmonics phenomenon
Owing to their unique
laser light energy
concentration
properties nano
particles are
considered for:
1) Thermal treatment
of cancer;
2) As enhancers of
solar cell efficiency;
3) They are studied at
the NAPlife research
program in Hungary
for their capability to
enhance and stimulate
laser induced nuclear
fusion.
4) And many more...
The Promise of PLASMONICS; Harry A. Atwater Scientific American, Vol. 296, No. 4 (APRIL 2007), pp. 56-63

Plasmonic nanorods are embedded in a laserlight transparent resin
The media is initially a fluid monomer but is converted to a rigid polymer through polymerization.
The most commonly used monomers for dental composites are bis-GMA and *UDMA*, which are
diluted by a viscosity controller such as MMA, EGDMA or *TEGDMA* (most commonly used).
Polymerization of dental composites may be achieved by chemical means (self-curing) or by external
energy activation (heat or light).

795 nm
laser
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Comparing traditional thermal fusion from modern nuclear fusion approaches

Modern nuclear fusion processes occur under inequilibrium conditions
with the objective to spark a nano-fusion explosion which is short lived.
pB nuclear fusion

The long-pulsed nano-laser produces plasma and
sweeps electrons away. The short-pulsed pico-laser
produces a beam of reactant protons. Fusion reactions
occur prior to protons reaching thermal equilibrium.

Plasmonic nuclear fusion

The nano-sized antenna are
“energized” to an extreme degree
by the incident laser and in the
brief moment before the antenna is
destroyed, the surface plasmons
accelerate particles to required
fusion conditions.

Comparing modern approaches
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How close are we to “space plane” fusion in both the figurative and literal sense? How
will we power the real future space planes that can travel across the solar system?
4,000 years

100 years

Recap:
• 𝜇𝐶𝐹 opened the door to considering fusion
processes outside the thermal regime
• pB laser driven fusion remains an essential
technological exploration towards table-top fusion
• Plasmonic fusion satisfies all the requirements of
truly table-top fusion:
• Femto-attosecond high contrast laser pulse
• Aneutronic
• Different nuclear fuels can be attempted
• Today exploring processes with scalable
commercial laser technology
• Transferable to ELI-Alps laser for large scale
energy production
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What is this talk about?
•
•
•
•
•
•

The different nuclear fusion processes in nature
Pros and con of man-made nuclear fusion
Explanation of principles and ideas in fusion processes
The search and economic interest in fusion
The windy path to novel realizations of fusion
The future of nuclear fusion energy (pB, plasmonics, …)

What is this talk not about?
•
•
•
•

Not an introduction to nuclear reaction theory
Not an introduction to high-intensity short-pulsed laser physics
Not an introduction to plasmonic physics mechanisms
Not a sales pitch

